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About This Content

Dress like Uncle Ho's watching! Make your families proud (of your dress sense) as you defend the homeland with this exclusive
pack of customization items for the Northern Forces.

Contains new customization items for the PAVN and NLF forces:

Smock with hood down - PAVN

Smock with hood up - PAVN

M56 Helmet with NVA flag - PAVN

SSh-39 Helmet with NLF flag - NLF

Red Head Scarf - NLF

Rice Hat - NLF

Pipe - PAVN & NLF
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Red mask - PAVN & NLF

Blue mask - PAVN & NLF

Black mask - PAVN & NLF

Rocket goggles - PAVN & NLF
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Title: Rising Storm 2: Vietnam - Homeland Security Cosmetic DLC
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Antimatter Games, Tripwire Interactive
Franchise:
Tripwire Interactive
Release Date: 25 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit versions only)

Processor: Intel Core i3 @ 2.5GHz or AMD Phenom @ 2.5GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or ATI Radeon HD 5850

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 28 GB available space

Additional Notes: UNSUPPORTED HARDWARE: 32-bit Operating Systems

English,French,German,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese
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Great game, addition of races has made the game even more enjoyable than the previous release.. This game lowkey had me in a
bit of tears. CPUCORES IS THE BEST!. What an odd game...

Normally I play entire point and click games without any help or walkthroughs...well rarely at least, but this game was
something else. I felt I was absolutly more interested in the story of the game, than many of the puzzles. There was also alot to
read, so I'll guess I kinda got impatient (for a really patient guy normally).

Because of the lack of achievements (I am happy for that this time), it was simpler to just push the hint button frequently or
skip a puzzle, just to see the story....I tend to want to know how I solve a puzzle though, but a few of the minigames in this game
I couldn't understand. So frustrating.

In the end. I like that there was a good story, many fun puzzles, and a few horror elements.

I'm gonna end it here with something weird. Whenever I started the game or alt tabbed, the game had to reload every single
time. It didn't take a second, but almost half a minute each time, and that is really strange for a point and click game. The first
game in this serie took only one second. I'll guess computer power doesn't mean a thing for this game.

Recommend buying these two "Nightmare adventure" games in a bundle. If I am not wrong there will come more games in this
serie, so watch out that too.. SOOOOOOOOOO cool. This "tech demo" as it is right now has a unique freedom of movement. i
love the wings and sugest adding wing suit alternative costume or maybe a pair of lazer blue jet airplane wings, maybe some
rings to fly through for trick flying games. Obvoiusly if dogfighting multiplayer rooms were added some day this game could
make some real cash. Totaly still in development dont expect a goal or score yet but it is liberating to rocket to the top of the
map then use the wings to glide down and land like a bird. MUST TRY. --support this dev!--. Not bad.
But the control is not so fluent.
Not recommend if no discount.. Deep, beautiful and challenging space strategy game with great space opera music that has to be
heavily influenced by Eve. Sets a new standard for me how I want to experience my space battles. Its going to be hard going
back to keyboard and mouse now.

Can be played both with VR glasses and without.
. I would never spend 44,98\u20ac on skins DLC ;PPppPPpp

i don't care that i did spend alot of money on this game! I supporting them.
The skins are really sick :) enjoy. Easy to exploit, Fun to play
Great time waster. You end up with pain rather quickly even without the dlc so paying $2.00 for a Master who you will get and
can get for free and top of that this master only has one useful jutsu unless you get the hidden cloud map and are good at
knocking players off with Push because Pull is just plain Garb
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I like the puzzles but the controlls on pc don't feel especially good, will be picking up on mobile instead.. Initially had some
problems when you start the game. done all update when it was still not good. like a miracle, a week later, there is nothing more
to it and start the game just as it should.
Relax game, and works fine.. \u826f\u304f\u8a00\u3046\u3068TD\u521d\u5fc3\u8005\u5411\u3051
\u666e\u901a\u306b\u8a00\u3046\u3068\u30af\u30bd\u30b2\u30fc\u8cb7\u3046\u306a. A good balance of relaxing
exploration and slightly challenging (but not punishing) platforming.. I enjoyed playing this a lot but probably wouldn't
recommend it to others due to all the issues. It feels a bit like an abandoned early access game.

Pros:

 Lots of busy work - wash the dishes, take out the trash, prep ingredients, rearrange your storage, etc. There's always
something to do. The game gives you lots of time before and after work time to get everything organised.

 Lots of new ingredients, meals, customers and upgrades keep it fun for a long time. Cons:

 Customers will just come in and order things you've never made before, and there's no help with figuring out the
recipes. You end up just buying everything because you have no idea what you need which makes storage a
nightmare.

 As the ingredients you can buy are random each day, you often are unable to buy core ingredients. E.g. at the
start a lot of your recipes are tomato based but you can go days without being able to buy more tomatoes.

 The game will randomly handicap you and there's no way of playing around it. Sometimes the machines break
for half the day and that's it - they're just broken and you can't make anything. You just have to stand there and
wait til it's over. I got a notice saying there won't be many customers that day, and then you only have 2-3
customers that day. Nothing you can do about it.

 Laggy. It starts off fine but after about 30 mins of playing I get lag that increases in severity the longer I play. It
fixes itself if I restart the game but I have to do this constantly.

 The art style isn't great. It's not the worst thing ever though.. Are you protective? Are you a animal? Are you a
parent that will rip the throat out of any one that messes with your cub? Well then this game is for you..stealth is
on point..you break steal get spotted..you gonna die one shot. Short game for those who just wanna beat
something..but if you wanna prove skill and get some trophies..well this game will take a bit longer. And for a
few bucks?! I say give it shot you might enjoy killing everything that decided it was a good idea to touch your
cub!. Frozen at 1% for 20 minutes. Frozen at stopping.. "This is rather pointless" I said to myself before
purchasing the software... but after purchasing the software, It gives you better control over the audio.

I didn't expect this app to be this good.
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